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Flower of Life
Sacred Geometry
Crystal Energy Grid
☯ 250 x 250mm
(10in x10in)
engraved glass
grid
☯ 26 crystals
☯ a solid wooden
travel case
lined with
white velvet
☯ velvet pad in
lid removes to
serve as a base
for your grid
☯ two-page
instruction
leaflet including
crystal
placement
guideh

A crystal grid is created by laying out crystals in a specific pattern (or grid); often made up of
sacred shapes. When we lay crystals and gemstones in these shapes, they create a powerful
energy vortex. This energy can be used for self-healing, healing others, self attunement,
mediation, prayer, distance healing, affirmations, environment energising, space clearing,
communication with our higher self, connection with the Ether (Universal Spirit) and earth
energies. It is a supreme and powerful healing tool.
The grid engraving is based on the Flower of Life; an ancient and sacred geometric mandala
used by many faiths in healing and prayer work throughout the ages. This shape is believed
to depict the elemental forms of space and time. The Flower of Life is composed of evenlyspaced, overlapping circles, arranged so that they form a flower-like pattern. Each circle has
a six-fold symmetry like a hexagon, i.e. the middle of each circle is intersected by six other
circles of the same size or diameter. The oldest example of this shape found so far is from
an Assyrian palace that dates from c. 645 BC. Previously, one found in The Temple of Osiris
in Abydos, Egypt, had been thought to be the oldest. Other examples can be found in
Phoenician, Middle Eastern, and European medieval art.
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The five forms we know as the Platonic Solids are derived from the Flower of Life and it also
contains the basis of Metatron's Cube. Other sacred formations can be recognized such as
the Star of David, the Tree of Life and the five-pointed star, or Pentagram.

Above: Flower of Life

The use of glass as a medium allows for the crystals’ energies to flow through clean and
undisturbed while providing a conductor for your healing work. The metaphysical properties
of glass are serenity and purity; providing a clear energy channel through which the crystal
vibrations can flow.
This grid is the ideal size to use in any room and the custom made wooden case allows for
safe carriage should you wish to transport it. When placed in a room the grid can be used to
cleanse and raise the energy vibration, or when placed under your treatment or massage
table it can assist and amplify the healing therapies for your clients. You can place photos,
written affirmations or intentions under your grid for specific healing and energy work and
by placing a bill underneath your grid (with the appropriate stones for manifesting financial
abundance in your life), you can create a prosperity grid. The uses of this powerful healing
tool are endless.
It comes with a two-page leaflet which contains information on crystal placement and layout
plus suggestions for alternative crystals which can be used to meet other, specific aims
(angelic contact, financial abundance, meditation, etc). Other specific crystal sets for use on
this grid are available to purchase separately, or you can, of course, use your own selection.
The large 10x10” glass engraved grid comes complete with 26 stones as shown in the photo
(below), plus a custom made, lined, bamboo/cherrywood composite wooden box with brass
hinges for travel or safe keeping The wooden box has been ethically sourced from
sustainable means.

Above: Grid with crystals positioned (left) Two-page guide including instructions for grid layout (right)
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The set includes the following:
☯ 1 x 250mm x 250mm (10” x 10”), Flower of Life, sacred geometry, precision
engraved, glass, energy grid
☯ 1 x polished wooden, custom made box with brass hinges
☯ 1 x felt mat (choose from white, violet or black)
☯ 2-page instruction/layout guide
Crystals included:☯ 6 x Angelite tumbles for dispelling fear, anger, and encouraging forgiveness. It is also
used to connect with spirit guides, the higher self, and guardian angels.
☯ 6 x Rose Quartz tumbles for unconditional love, brings gentleness, forgiveness, and
tolerance
☯ 3 x Blue Lace Agate tumbles for assisting in flight, grace, reaching higher Spiritual
planes, communicating with angels & assists in inner attunement.
☯ 3 x Amethyst tumbles for stability, peace, calm, and balance. It engenders courage
and inner strength and spirit communication
☯ 6 x Polished Fluorite points for promoting spiritual and psychic wholeness and
development, truth, protection, and brings peace. All-healing crystal.
☯ 1 x Natural Clear Quartz cluster- for your centre/cap stone. This is a power stone
which harmonizes, charges and balances. It enhances energy and thoughts and
purifies the spiritual, mental, and physical. Clear Quartz is also the only truly
programmable crystal, so you can program and dedicate it to your own specific
needs. This is the centre piece of your grid and will be the a consistent feature in
any layout or grid (if you have one, a Clear Quartz pyramid can be used in place of
this centre stone)
☯ 1 x Natural Clear Quartz Laser crystal- to activate your grid
Due to the natural and unique qualities of crystals and gemstones, each set will vary very
slightly from those shown in the photo but all will be of the best quality and grade.
Crystal Grid Sets Available to Purchase Separately:
Abundance:
6 x Citrine tumbles – known as the ‘Money Stone’ or ‘Merchant’s Stone’, attracts riches
6 x Golden Calcite tumbles – the psychic amplifier: health, prosperity and good fortune
3 x Ruby in Zoisite tumbles – Abundance Stone
3 x Chrysoprase tumbles – heart healing, balances heart energy and removes feelings of emotional
deficiency or lacking
(It’s important to remember that ‘Abundance’ is a profusion of spirit, health and happiness; freedom
from desire or need. It’s not about finding the winning lottery numbers, although if this is meant to be,
then so will it manifest!)
Angelic Connection:
(use in conjunction with the 6 x Angelite tumbles from original set supplied with grid – Angelite helps
facilitate connection with the angels)
6 x Labradorite tumbles - helps stimulate psychic awareness and raises consciousness
3 x Kunzite tumbles - contains a high spiritual vibration and promotes unconditional love
3 x Danburite tumbles / natural pieces - promotes a high state of consciousness and helps connection
with the angelic realm
Meditation:
6 x Aquamarine tumbles - invokes a high state of consciousness
6 x Ametrine tumbles - for increased psychic awareness
3 x Yellow Calcite tumbles - aids meditation
3 x Kunzite tumbles - helps induce a meditative state
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Healing
6 x Blue Chalcedony –peaceful healing energy
6 x Selenite - fast pain relief, tissue repair, stress relief, restores personal power
3 x Turquoise – Master healing stone
3 x Leopard Skin Jasper – eliminates toxins, promotes self healing
Other Crystals Available:
Set of 6 x polished Clear Quartz points - use as an alternative in place of the 6 polished Fluorite
points which come with the original grid set

Available from Patinkas
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Sacred Geometry Crystal Energy Grid
complete with 26 crystals, custom-made box and 2-page guide
(to order online go to: Crystalania > Working Tools > Healing & Chakra Sets)

£150.00 + P&P

(due to its weight, this item does not qualify for free shipping in the UK)

Each grid is lovingly hand crafted to order and will be despatched approximately
10 days after placing your order

International Orders: We respectfully ask that international customers wishing to
purchase this item email us first to obtain a shipping quote before ordering. Due to
the weight of the grid when packed (over 6lbs), international shipping can be quite
costly. We are, however, more than happy to despatch this item worldwide.

This item is available to UK customers on our
‘Reserve Now – Pay Later’
scheme at no extra cost
£75.00 each month for 2 months = £150.00
£50.00 each month for 3 months = £150.00
£37.50 each month for 4 months = £150.00
(price quoted does not include P&P)
Terms & Conditions apply

Contact Details
Website: www.patinkas.co.uk
E-mail: enquiries@patinkas.co.uk
Tel: +44(0)1730-829707 (United Kingdom)
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